Background: Insomnia is one of the main symptom correlates of major depressive disorder (MDD), but the neural mechanisms underlying the multifaceted interplay between insomnia and depression are not fully understood.
. Insomnia may also increase the severity of depression and the risk of suicidality (8) . Indeed, insomnia, which is a disorder that is independent of depression (9) , has a prognostic value as a risk factor for subsequent depressive episodes (3, 10) . In longitudinal studies of adults with MDD, insomnia has been shown to increase the risk of recurrence of new depressive episodes twofold to fourfold (11, 12) . Additionally, the re-emergence of insomnia can predict the recurrence of a new depressive episode (13) . Insomnia can also lead to poor responses to various forms of treatment for depression (3) . Treatments for insomnia might help with treatments of depressive symptoms (14) . Likewise, insomnia significantly affects the symptoms that are correlated with MDD (15) . So, as there appears to be an interplay between insomnia and depression that is multifaceted, examining the specific underlying brain abnormalities associated with insomnia in patients with MDD, could produce data that may lead to the availability of individualized therapies for patients with MDD. However, the neural mechanisms underlying insomnia and MDD comorbidity are currently unclear.
Intrinsic functional connectivity (FC) studies show that several large-scale brain networks have been considered as potential neural substrates in MDD, including the default mode network, the frontoparietal and dorsal attention network, and the salience networks [for a review, see Ref. (16, 17) ]. The majority of the above studies have focused on the relationship between three core intrinsic connectivity networks, suggesting that psychiatric disorders, including MDD, could be explained in part by the triple network model (18) . However, there is as yet no systematic evidence for the specific abnormalities that may be associated with MDD where symptoms of insomnia coexist. Within the triple network, the salience network, which mainly involves the amygdala, the anterior insula (AI) and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) has recently been identified as playing an essential role in both insomnia and MDD (18, 19) . The right AI within the salience network is predominantly responsible for the integration of autonomic, visceromotor, emotional and interoceptive responses (18) . As a result, the salience network is postulated to mediate the emotional, vegetative and somatic aspects of depression, including sleep disturbances (20) . Using simultaneous resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) and electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings, Chen et al. (21) observed that patients with insomnia who were not depressed had increased ventral insula co-activation within the salience system when they were compared with healthy controls (HCs) at rest. Interestingly, the subjects with insomnia in Chen et al. 's study (21) had higher anxiety and depression scores than the HC group, although the scores were below clinical thresholds. The increased co-activation of the insula/salience network observed in patients with insomnia could be indicative of unconscious anxiety/depression, or of insufficient gating of sensory stimuli (22) . Using an interoceptive attention task, Avery et al. (23) demonstrated a decrease in the insular activation in MDD patients, but the anxiety level in this particular MDD group was not examined. Interestingly, one of our previous studies on depressed patients with anxiety also revealed increased resting-state activity in the AI (close to the middle insula region) (24) . However, Guo et al. found that there was a decrease in the short-range strength of FC in the right insula in drug-naïve MDD patients and no regional activity was observed in the insula (25, 26) . So, whether increased co-activity of the AI within the salience system is related to anxiety, depression, or insomnia remains unclear; it was anticipated that analyzing regional spontaneous brain activity in MDD patients with insomnia should assist in clarifying this.
A number of techniques have been developed for the analysis of the data generated by rsfMRI, including FC, regional homogeneity (ReHo), the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF), and the fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF). ReHo depicts the local coherency of a given voxel to those of neighboring voxels and is limited in its usefulness between spatially distant brain domains (27) . Traditional seedbased FC was initially used to measure correlations based on low-frequency fluctuating signals (28) . ALFF measures the absolute strength or intensity of low-frequency oscillations and has a higher test-retest reliability in gray matter than white matter (29) . ALFF has repeatedly been reported to reflect concurrent local neuronal activity (24, 30) , and is an effective technique for examining the fluctuations in disease-related regional spontaneous activity strength during the resting state. It has been demonstrated to be abnormal in a number of psychiatric disorders, including MDD and bipolar disorder (27, 31) .
To validate the above hypothesis, it is essential to assess whether the regional spontaneous brain activity in the salience network prevails when a comorbidity of insomnia and depression exists. Interestingly, a reduction in γ-aminobutyric acid in dACC within the salience network has been identified in both primary insomnia and MDD using single-voxel proton magnetic spectroscopy (1H-MRS) (32) . As strong links between insomnia and MDD have already been established, we hypothesized that patients with comorbid insomnia and MDD would display abnormal ALFF in regional spontaneous activity, especially in the salience network. Confirmation of this will provide important information for furthering understanding of the mechanisms underlying MDD and high insomnia (MDD-HI). As individuals with MDD-HI may not necessarily be in a highly aroused or ruminative state, but would be expected to be lethargic or mindless, we hypothesized that increased right insular activity would be observed during the resting state in MDD-HI patients. We hypothesized further that these alterations may be an essential biomarker for insomnia with MDD after adjusting for anxiety and depression as a covariate. The aim of the current study was to clarify these issues and so enhance understanding of the neural mechanisms in the highinsomnia subtype of MDD.
MaTerials anD MeThODs

Participants
The present study was approved by the Research Ethics Review Board of Beijing Anding Hospital, Capital Medical University and State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University. After study procedures were fully explained to participants, they gave written consent before experiments were initiated. Subsets of the data used here have been used in previous studies (24) . The participants included 24 MDD-HI and 37 patients with MDD and low insomnia (MDD-LI) who were outpatients and inpatients at Beijing Anding Hospital, Capital Medical University. Also, 51 age-, gender-, education-matched, and right-handed HCs were included in the present study. All 61 participants with MDD were diagnosed by two experienced psychiatrists using the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID) for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) (33) . Sleep disturbances (consisting of inability to fall asleep, night waking, and waking too early) were evaluated using the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD) (34, 35) and the sleep disturbance factor of the HAMD insomnia subscale, including items 4 (insomniaearly), 5 (insomnia-middle), and 6 (insomnia-late) (36) (37) (38) . According to Park et al. (37) , the cutoff point for MDD patients with "low insomnia" was an insomnia level ≤3 on the HAMD subscale and for "high insomnia" was an insomnia level ≥4. The baseline depressive symptoms were derived from the adjusted HAMD scores in which the scores for the sleep items (questions 4-6) were removed to measure severity of depression and to minimize any effects of sleep disturbances on severity of depression (37) (38) (39) (40) . The severity of anxiety was evaluated based on the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAMA) (34) . Participants' details are presented in Table 1 . Inclusion criteria have been previously reported (31) , with all participants: (1) 18-60 years old; (2) right handed; (3) meeting the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for MDD; (4) no history of current serious medical or neurological illness; (5) no history of other psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive disorder) or an anxiety disorder (e.g., panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder or a specific phobia); (6) no history of trauma resulting in loss of consciousness; (7) no diagnosis of dementia or developmental disorder; and (8) no history of alcohol and substance abuse or dependence. The HCs were interviewed with the non-patient edition of SCID. Exclusion criteria included the presence of any DSM-IV axis-I diagnosis, any current serious medical or neurological illness, a history of neurological or neuropsychiatric illness, a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness, and a positive history of a major psychiatric disorder, dementia, or mental retardation.
image acquisition
Images were acquired using a Siemens Trio 3-Tesla MRI scanner at the National Key Laboratory for Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University, Beijing. All rsfMRI data were acquired using an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with the following parameters: 33 axial slices, repetition time (TR) = 2,000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90°, thickness/gap = 3.5/0.6 mm, field of view (FOV) = 220 mm 2 × 220 mm, and matrix size = 64 mm × 64 mm with 240 volumes. A resting state was defined as when subjects performed no specific cognitive tasks during scanning. All participants were instructed to be still, shut their eyes, clear their minds and not to fall asleep. The first 10 volumes of each participant's functional time points were removed for signal stabilization to allow them to adapt to scanner noise. Slice timing and head motion correction were conducted first. Head motion was evaluated by the realigning parameters that were estimated by SPM and reported in "ExcludeSubjects.txt" in the "RealignParameter" directory. In addition the mean frame-wise displacement was calculated to measure the scrubbing-related microhead motion of each subject. The largest mean frame-wise displacement (FD, Jenkinson) of all the subjects was <0.2 mm (42) . No participant was excluded from additional analysis by excessive motion criterion (>2 mm of translation or >2° of rotation in any direction) and frame-wise displacement values. Then, the structural image of each participant was coregistered to the head motion-corrected EPI image. The coregistered structural images were segmented using a unified segmentation algorithm, which significantly improved the accuracy of spatial normalization, and were then transformed into standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. The EPI images were also spatially normalized to MNI space by applying the parameters of structural image normalization and were resampled to a voxel size of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm. Finally, EPI images were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 4-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). In addition, linear trend removal and temporal band-pass filtering (0.01-0.08 Hz) were performed. At last, nuisance covariates, e.g., head motion parameters, global mean time courses, white matter time courses, and cerebrospinal fluid time courses were regressed out.
alFF Map calculation
The filtered time series of each voxel was transformed into the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transformation, and the power spectrum was obtained. The square root was calculated at each frequency of the power spectrum because the power of a given frequency is proportional to the square of the amplitude of this frequency. The averaged square root across 0.01-0.08 Hz at each voxel was taken as the ALFF. The ALFF value of each voxel was also divided by the raw mean ALFF value for standardization purposes in order to reduce the effects of variability across participants (43) . The mean individual ALFF maps were analyzed statistically.
statistical analyses
The most updated bug-fixed version of the Resting State functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) Data Analysis Toolkit AlphaSim program in AFNI for multiple comparisons (RESTplus 1.1_20160113) was used for statistical analyses. We performed one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) across the ALFF among (44)]. For the regions showing significant differences among the three groups, we conducted further region of interest (ROI) analysis across the MDD-HI, MDD-LI and HC groups to investigate whether these regions showed abnormalities specific to insomnia or MDD. Additionally, voxel-wise Pearson's correlation analyses were performed to indicate the relationships between the ALFFs with sleep disturbance scores with age, gender, educational level, HAMA, and adjusted HAMD scores as covariates in pooled MDD patients (including both the MDD-HI and MDD-LI groups).
resUlTs
Demographic and clinical characteristics
In Table 1 
Differences in alFF Values Between groups
One-way ANOVA demonstrated that there were significant differences among the three groups (p < 0.05, corrected) in the right inferior frontal gyrus/anterior insula (IFG/AI), the right middle temporal gyrus, the left calcarine, and the bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) ( Figure 1A ; Table 2 ).
rOi-Wise alFF comparisons
We conducted ROI analyses within the ALFF differences among the three groups. The ALFF values of the five brain regions with significant difference in Section "Differences in ALFF Values Between Groups" were averaged, yielding an ROI-wise mean ALFF value. The MDD-HI group had significantly increased ALFF values in the right IFG/AI region (p < 0.001) when they were compared with the ALFF values in the MDD-LI group. The MDD-HI group had significantly increased ALFF values in the right IFG/AI (p < 0.001), the left dlPFC (p < 0.001), and the right dlPFC (p < 0.041) when compared with the HC group. In contrast, the MDD-LI group exhibited significantly increased ALFF values in the right middle temporal gyrus (p < 0.001) and the bilateral dlPFC (p < 0.001), as well as decreased ALFF values 
correlation analyses
Voxel-wise regression analyses indicated that the increased ALFF values in the right IFG/AI (peak coordinate: 48, 33, 0) and in the right dACC (peak coordinate: 12, 30, 33) were significantly correlated with the sleep disturbance scores of pooled MDD patients (after controlling for the anxiety and adjusted depression scores; Figure 2A ). ROI analysis confirmed that this correlation was not due to outliers (Figure 2B) . The detailed correlation results between the ALFF measurements and the severity of sleep disturbance scores at the whole-brain level are presented in Table 3 .
DiscUssiOn
In the present study, the alterations in resting-state activity specific to insomnia in MDD were examined by comparing the changes in ALFF among subjects with MDD-HI, MDD-LI, and HC. MDD-HI patients had significantly increased ALFF values in the right IFG/AI when compared with MDD-LI patients. Furthermore, increased IFG/AI activity was correlated with the severity of insomnia symptoms after controlling for anxiety and adjusted depression scores. More importantly, it was found that the right IFG/AI is the key node of the salience network. Taken together, the results presented here suggest that abnormalities in the salience network are profoundly involved in the sleep disturbances associated with MDD. In addition, increased ALFF values in the bilateral dlPFC were consistently demonstrated to exist in both the MDD-HI and MDD-LI groups when compared with the HC group. This suggests that increased ALFF values in the dlPFC represent the characteristic physiological change associated with MDD. The salient network is thought to be responsible for the dynamic switching between the default mode network and the interactions of the central executive network (45) , hence, the central role and relevance of the salience network in MDD has been previously described (46, 47) . The salience network can be further subdivided into the dorsal and ventral salience networks (48, 49) . The dorsal salience network is related to attention and the switching between cognitive resources, while the ventral system is related to emotional processing (48, 49) . Likewise, the insula has been parcellated into the dorsal AI, ventral AI and posterior insula by Deen et al. (50) , as in a report by Cauda et al. (51) . The dorsoanterior insula is associated with cognitive processes including monitoring the interoceptive state and the ventroanterior insula is related to emotional processing (52) . In the present study, MDD-HI patients had significantly increased ALFF values in the right IFG/AI relative to MDD-LI patients. The increased IFG/AI and dACC activity was correlated with the severity of the symptoms of insomnia after controlling for anxiety and the adjusted depression scores. The increased dorso-AI activity and its correlation with the severity of insomnia might indicate that the salience network may be specifically related to hyperarousal state of insomnia in patients with MDD, independently of the effects of anxiety and depression.
When combining the findings for the MDD-HI group and the MDD-LI group and comparing them to the HC group, significantly increased ALFF values in the right middle temporal gyrus and bilateral dlPFC were noted, but decreased ALFF values in the left calcarine. These results are largely consistent with the findings of Liu et al. (53) , where ALFF values were investigated in 30 treatment-naïve MDD subjects. It was found that MDD patients had significantly increased ALFF values in the bilateral ventral/ dorsal ACC, the left dlPFC, the left superior frontal cortex, and the left inferior parietal cortex, as well as decreased ALFF values in the bilateral occipital cortex, the cerebellum and the right superior temporal cortex. The regions affected are largely located in the cortico-limbic circuits, as demonstrated by previous authors (18, 54) . Interestingly, analysis of ROI demonstrated that an increased right dlPFC ALFF value is a consistent finding across MDD groups with HI and LI. The involvement of the dlPFC in major depression has been a primary focus of previous studies. Our research group and others have demonstrated that subjects with MDD have attenuated activation or low metabolism in the dlPFC while performing cognitive tasks (55, 56) . The data on the dlPFC reported here are in accordance with the general finding that dlPFC activity may be related to a depressive state and might, therefore, serve as a neuroimaging marker of MDD (57) .
The HAMD sleep items evaluate three sleep periods, while the Pittsburgh Insomnia Rating Scale evaluates day time sleepiness/ dysfunction. The HAMD sleep items may simplify insomnia and place less emphasis on patients with only a single dimension of insomnia, which may be the case in a quarter of MDD patients (58) . Moreover, HAMD sleep items are widely recognized to be well correlated with sleep diaries (36) . The Pittsburgh Insomnia Rating Scale is a more subjective rating of sleep quality including insomnia, which takes into account subjective ratings of sleep, sleep timings, and sleep duration, as well as daytime dysfunction (38) . Our definition of insomnia using the three sleep questions in the HAMD has also been adopted as the main objective measure of insomnia in MDD (36) . So, the definition of insomnia based on questions from the HAMD subscales can be considered to be the main objective measure of insomnia in MDD.
The present study has several limitations. First, almost none of the patients were medication-free at the time of the scans due to serious practical and ethical issues, so possible confounding effects of medication could be not ruled out. Also, as detailed lifetime data were not collected (e.g., duration of medication and dose), we could not rule out the potential impact of medication by including it as a covariate in the analyses. Given the fact that the current findings concerning depression are consistent with previous work in treatment-naïve MDD patients (59) , it could be argued that the major findings of this study are valid, regardless of the medication issue. Clearly, further studies in treatment-naïve patients with and without symptoms of insomnia are necessary to confirm the current findings. A second limitation of the present study is that it did not include insomnia patients not suffering with MDD. To best clarify the underlying neural mechanisms specifically related to MDD with insomnia and to MDD without insomnia, future studies should involve a larger number of MDD patients as well as insomniacs without MDD. Third, follow-up of MDD patients is necessary to determine which are likely to develop HI. Fourth, the mean ages of the MDD-LI, MDD-HI and HC groups were 34.27 (SD = 14.6), 41.33 (SD = 12.51), and 35.53 (SD = 12.53), respectively. Although the mean age of the MDD-HI group was above that of the MDD-LI group, they were both representative of the adult population with MDD (60) . Fifthly, we performed family wise error (FWE) corrected using threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) in FSL (61) and multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) correction. However, the results were negative. The final limitation of the present study is that insomnia was only measured using the insomnia factor in the HAMD. Further investigations should now be conducted employing additional tools to assess insomnia and sleep, such as the Pittsburgh Insomnia Rating Scale, polysomnography, or sleep diaries to improve the accuracy of the insomnia measurements.
In summary, the key findings of the present study were increased intrinsic neural oscillation within the right IFG/AI in MDD patients with HI, which was independent of symptoms of anxiety or depression. Although we cannot rule out the influence of medication on intrinsic neural oscillations, consistent findings in the IFG/AI between the present study and previous reports in the literature suggest that there is a high possibility of the involvement of the salience network in insomnia, rather than a medication effect. Confirmation of the findings presented here will help to establish whether there is an insomnia subtype of MDD patient. The present results also extend those of previous studies and demonstrate that increased intrinsic neural oscillations in the right dlPFC during the resting state is a characteristic change in the depressive state that merits further investigation as a potential imaging marker for MDD.
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